
WHO IS TO BLAME IN THE

somebody/something is to blame (for something) meaning, definition, what is somebody/something is to blame (for
something): used to say that someone or.

You kill the bad guy or you lock up the bad guy or you destroy and humiliate and get him fired and then the
problem is solved. Bourgeois forces merchants, tradesmen, and the like were growing stronger. The
earthquake may have had a magnitude of 8. Having a friend who quit his job and is traveling the country
working on permaculture farms. Not that there is no leeway. People in those positions needs a lot of support in
order to do the right thing. Because they know that they are not awful. Then you have to worry about market
share and your bottom line. All of these things make us into who we are. For the CEO to launch even the
smallest green initiative could take a lot of courage. When you look at corporate behavior and the behavior of
some of the powerful people in the system, it sure looks like the problem is greed. They no longer operate
unconsciously. So if I see myself in judgement of somebody or reactively seeing them as a competitor or as a
mark - how can I make money off of you. And I can choose differently. The problem is that there are these
horrible people doing horrible things and running corporations and governments that are doing horrible things.
Oh yeah, I could be doing that. It means the attempt to understand how God, as the living perfection of
goodness and justice, could create a world as imperfect and troubled as ours. From that way of seeing, all
kinds of things happen. His poem on the earthquake and the novella Candide questioned blind faith in God
and the fatalism that the dominant philosophy promoted. The false problem that we do know how to solve is
how to defeat a bad guy. Almost nobody has a opinion of themselves that they are awful. Voltaire was deeply
affected by the earthquake. That picture gets complicated when you realize that the behaviors of the bad guys
are created and to some extent dictated by the institutions that they are in. The movies have taught us how to
do that. Yes, there are always moral choices in any situation but in general if you are the CEO of some
corporation and you decide that you are going to stop using fossil fuels in your company, if you deviate too far
in a way that harms the bottom line, then that insitutition will eject you even if the board of directors privately
agree with you. And there are certainly exceptions that people can take in those positions to move toward the
direction that we want to go in. Photo: Wikipedia As with many disasters the Haiti earthquake, the Japanese
earthquake and tsunami, and Central American hurricanes among them , the events prompted a profound
ideological upheaval. Maybe you are the owner of the company and you can do whatever you want. They
contributed money to this, that, and the other thing. The earthquake led to political turmoil in Portugal and
inspired major developments in theodicy and in the philosophy of the sublime. The Lisbon earthquake was a
precursor to the French Revolution, accelerating the intellectual and political changes that shook confidence in
both religious and political authority. As we become aware of these influences, then we are able to overcome
them. But those steps require courage. The discipline of the market prevents anybody from deviating too far
from what the market demands. It could be the kind of information that we call unconditional acceptance,
kindness, courage, or it could be seeing them as someone who is just like me and wants to make a difference
in the world. Sometimes even seeing an alternative is the information, and I mean information in the sense that
something that comes in and forms you. Nonetheless, as Katherine Marshall reminds us, it is appropriate to
remember the ghastly outcomes when people blame natural disasters on divine retribution brought on by evil
living. Mar 7, The sooner we begin to understand the real root of our environmental crises, the sooner we will
find real solutions. But in reality the grip of the medieval church was weakening. The French Revolution,
beginning a mere 34 years later, was evidence of just how far the traditional constraints and rules of the game
of traditional society had changed. So this is the situation that we are lodged in.


